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CHAPTER IV

Danish Social Life in Chicago - The Dania Club
Chapters IV and V assumes that one can use ethnic
associations to trace the evolution of an ethnic community.
This viewpoint has frequently been substantiated
by
historians studying such diverse ethnic groups as the Cleveland Slovaks, the Boston Irish and the Chicago Italians. 1
These historians recognized that ethnic societies took diverse
forms, depending on their constituents and their goals. A
thorough study of Danish institutions, then , would require
an examination of social, religious, professional, political,
national,
cultural, charitable,
fraternal,
athletic, and
mutual-benefit societies.
Since the scope of this study is limited, it was necessary
to select only two groups for specific treatment. Dania
Society and Trinity Lutheran Church (which is discussed in
the next chapter) are suitably representative of the Danish
community. Both appeared in the early years of the colony
and outlived the settlements themselves. These were the only
large Danish organizations in Chicago in the 1870s, when the
entire Danish community numbered only two thousand. As
shown earlier, the fortunes of these two groups rose and fell
with geographical changes in the colony. With such a clear
correspondence between the groups and the community , one
might expect to discover other subjects in which the organizations reflected important developments in Chicago 's
Danish comm unity.
The Chicago Danes viewed Dania as the original
repository of Chicago's Danish culture. Everyone knew that
it was the oldest Danish society outside of Denmark, an
indication of Chicago's prominent position in DanishAmerican history .2 Founded in 1862 , Dania was the first
Scandinavian organization in the city. 3 It therefore main- 65-

tained a certain sentimental hold over later Danes, who
would frequently refer to Dania as the oldest and finest of
Danish societies. 4 Filiopietistic historians would never tire of
repeating such stories as the one concerning the Chicago
Fire, in which Dania burned; one heroic member dashed
inside and escaped clutching the Danish flag and the picture
of King Frederick VII. 5
The founding of the organization was cloaked in similar
romanticism over the years, but everyone agreed that it was
founded in 1862. The most persistent account claimed that
twelve artisans met at the Kinzie Inn, a hotel and cafe located
at Kinzie and LaSalle Streets, in the Danish neighborhood.
Sketchy minutes of the first meeting recorded that the
charter members voted to provide a mailbox, some playing
cards, and several spittoons for the members. 6 Many of the
early meetings were held at Wilken' s Cellar. Dania established its first permanent home in 1864, in an apartment at
LaSalle and Kinzie Streets. From the earliest days, Dania was
intimately connected with the geographical and social center
of Chicago's Danish culture. 7
Dania initially functioned as the sole Scandinavian
group in a tiny Scandinavian community of about five
thousand. 8 When the multi-national arrangement caused
difficulties, the Norwegians and Swedes left Dania to form
Nora and Svea. 9 This pattern repeated itself with such
organizations as the Scandinavian Literary Society, which
disintegrated
because of bickering among the ethnic
groups. 10 The "Revised Bylaws of Dania, 1865" stated as its
chief purpose the promotion of closer social contact among
the Scandinavians,
but mainly among the Danes of
11
Chicago.
Thus Dania became a generalized voluntary association and the central organization
of the Danish
community.
Historians have identified distinct patterns of group
formation, revealing much about the nature of the ethnic
society generating these organizations. In his study of the
Italians, Rumanians and Slovaks in Cleveland, Josef Barton
noted that Italian associations developed according to the
local or regional background of the immigrants; the Slovaks
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and Rumanians, in contrast, created nationally oriented
organizations. Barton considered this divergence the result
of contrasting immigration patterns. The Italians immigrated
to Cleveland largely from a few villages or regions and
maintained their localism in America. The other groups
came from broader geographical backgrounds, producing
organizations which stressed a broader national heritage.
Barton's analysis demonstrated
a definite connection
between immigration and the antecedent immigrant organizations.12
In Barton's terms, Dania and other Danish groups
corresponded to the models of Cleveland's Rumanians and
Slovaks. Although Danish immigration to the United States
was concentrated geographically in northwestern and southeastern Denmark, it cut across the natural geographical
divisions of the country. Jutland, Copenhagen, and the rest
of Denmark contributed in proportion to the population. No
town or group of towns was dramatically overrepresented
among the immigrants. Finally, no Danish town or region
concentrated overwhelmingly in Chicago. As a result, the
Chicago Danes organized themselves according to their
national background, just as the Rumanians and Slovaks in
Cleveland. 13 In Dania's case there could be no thought of
national affiliation in the early years. No other Danish
organizations existed, anywhere in the world.
As Chicago's only Danish society, Dania quickly
initiated a wide array of projects. Particularly popular
among the Chicago Danes were Dania's social and cultural
activities. They included an annual anniversary festival and
an annual masquerade party, which became the biggest
social events in the Danish community. People also appreciated Dania's attempts to preserve Danish culture ·through
its theater and its library. Every part of the community
participated in celebrations of national and religious
holidays. 14 In addition to Danish entertainment, Dania
provided for its members' well-being by forming a sickness
benefit group, the first such Danish-American society. 15
Members paid dues, receiving in return the right to draw
sickness compensation when necessary.
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Aside from activities for its members, Dania undertook
various projects to benefit the entire Danish community. In
1864, for instance, it raised money for aid to war-torn
Denmark. 16 In the next few years, the members established a
fund for gifts or loans to needy Danish-Americans. The
recipients included a Chicago Dane in need of an artificial
leg; a Danish farmer in Iowa who had gone bankrupt; and
some victims of a fire in Frederiksminde, Nebraska. 17 Dania
also provided a variety of services for new immigrants to
Chicago. In 1866 it organized an immigrant committee,
which formed a welcoming committee, an employment
agency, an English night school and an advisory council.
Dania would help the immigrants from the moment of
arrival, when swindlers attempted to rent them glorified
shacks at outrageous prices. The assistance would continue
through searching for a job, learning English and generally
dealing with life in an American city . 18 Through its
programs for immigrants and Danish-Americans,
Dania
helped with the practical aspects of survival and accommodation to American society. As Philip Taylor pointed out,
such ethnic organizations became important vehicles of
americanization for the immigrants. 19
As Chicago's single Danish association, Dania accepted
tasks normally undertaken by several urban ethnic organizations. Handlin and Barton characterized the job as the
accommodation of ethnics and new immigrants to the
fragmented life of a foreign metropolis. 20 As Nelli
recognized,
mutual-benefit,
humanitarian,
social and
cultural groups replaced the familial and communal ties left
behind in Europe. 21 Immigrant aid committees served a
similar purpose for new arrivals. With needs so broad and
approaches so varied, most ethnic communities saw their
organizations proliferate.
But in the 1860s, the small Danish colony of about one
thousand could not support enough groups to complete all of
the necessary tasks. 22 Instead Dania formed committees and
clubs within itself, assuming all of the duties of voluntary
associations in an ethnic community. Besides the immigrant
aid committees and the Sickness Benefit Society, Dania
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formed a ladies society in 1866, a choral group in 1870, and a
shooting club in 1871. 23 The attachment of these special
interest groups to Dania reflected its central position in the
community, which persisted as the Danish colony grew
substantially. 24 By 1872, Dania had four hundred adult male
members, an impressive total at a time when the Danish
colony numbered only about fifteen hundred men, women,
and children. 25
It was still an honor to be a member of Dania, an
unusually ambitious and varied organization. 26 Two major
attractions were Dania's bar and library, which served as
meeting places for Chicago's Danes. Socially-minded Danes
enjoyed the many banquets, which always began with
speeches in honor of Denmark, the United States, Slesvig,
Dania, and women. There was a yearly masquerade party
and a celebration of Danish Constitution Day. In addition to
the social gatherings, Dania continued to aid immigrants. Its
sickness benefit association functioned strongly until at least
1930. 27 Dania even ran an informal missing persons' bureau,
searching on both sides of the Atlantic. 28 It seems that as
late as 1875, Dania still tried to be all things to all of the
Danes.
In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, substantial
changes in the Chicago Danish colony were bound to
influence the evolution of Dania. The most obvious
developments were the growth and movement of the Danish
community. Between 1870 and 1900, the Danish population
of Chicago grew from twelve hundred to ten thousand.
During the same period, the Loop colony died. Northwest
Side and South Side neighborhoods appeared, spreading
even fart her from the Loop. 29 The growth and expansion of
the Danish colony undermined the conditions which
contributed to the centralization of Danish activities in one
society, Dania. Because of its generality of purpose, Dania
was uniquely suited to the role of corporate body for a tiny,
concentrated
settlement. This same organization
was
anachronistic in the larger, fragmented Danish society of
later years.
The enlarged Danish community demanded specialized
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neighborhood groups to accommodate the disparate parts of
the colony. These organizations appeared at an accelerating
pace after 1875, often growing out of Dania itself. The first
was the Danish Veterans Society, founded in 1876 by Dania
mernbers. 30 Later Dania's sharpshooters
formed an
independent Danish Sharpshooting Club and Dania's chorus
organized Harmonien. 31 Many of these members were lost to
Dania. By 1880, three Danish churches challenged Dania's
dominance of Danish social and cultural activities. 32 Mutual
benefit societies also sprang up, threatening another
traditional sphere of Dania's influence. The Knights of
Pythias, a national brotherhood, formed a mutual benefit
group in Chicago in 1883. With the organization of the
nationwide Danish Brotherhood, two Chicago lodges were
established, in 1884. Four additional lodges appeared before
1900. 33 The 1890s saw the formation of several lodges in the
Danish Sisterhood, a female mutual benefit society. The first
youth group, Danish Youth Society, appeared in 1889. 34
Danish organizations multiplied in a pattern common among
immigrant groups. In contrast to Dania's generalized
character, these groups usually developed a specialized
function and a relatively homogenous membership. Before
1900, the Danish community included societies that were
intended specifically for mutual aid, cultural activities,
patriotic displays and social gatherings. Furthermore,
women and young people created organizations of their
own.
The appearance of specialized societies had various
effects on Dania. The most direct impact was on Dania's
membership, which declined from its high of four hundred in
1872. From 1880 to 1914, its membership fluctuated between
one hundred eighty and two hundred fifty, even though the
total Danish
population
grew dramatically. 35 The
specialized societies indirectly changed Dania's function and
with it, Dania's place in the community. Dania lost its status
as the single corporate body of the Danish colony. As
particularistic groups stripped away members with special
interests, Dania was deprived of its heterogenous, representative character.
When the new groups became
-70-

established, Dania was reduced to being just one club among
many. Even worse, the amorphous, ambiguous Dania
seemed nondescript, beside the purposeful new groups.
The transformation of Dania from the central organization to a marginal club was illustrated by its altered
geographical
relationship
with
the larger
Danish
community. In the days of the Loop settlement, Dania's
home was always well within the primary Danish neighborhood. Dania's earliest meetings were held at precisely the
places where Danes gathered. When the Danes decided to
form a church in 1872, they chose Dania as a natural place to
hold monthly meetings. 36 Dania moved with the Danes in
the 1870s, settling along Milwaukee Avenue. But as the
Danes moved northwest toward Humboldt Park, Dania was
left behind in the Milwaukee Avenue area. Scandia reported
that Dania was virtually deserted by 1890, because the
Danish community had moved so far northwest .37 The club
finally reached Humboldt Park in 1912, just as that settlement began to disperse. Dania remained at the same location
through the 1960s, in a neighborhood then dominated by
Spanish-speaking immigrants.
Dania lost its dominance partly because the Danish
community had become too large and too diffuse for one
group to control. Besides the increasing geographical
dispersion, the Danes found themselves divided by the
interest groups into which they coalesced over time. To
make matters worse, they could not even rally around one
Danish heritage. Some immigrants had come from the
Denmark of 1900, while others identified with the far
different Denmark of 1850. By the turn of the century, many
Danish-Americans
were American-born.
With disunity
evident in geography, interests and heritage, it hardly seems
surprising that a single club could not contain the Danish
colony. But the proliferation of Danish organizations only
underlined
and accentuated
the emerging lack of
community.
When the problem became noticeable, community
leaders attempted to recreate the earlier unity by establishing
an umbrella organization called the Central Committee of
-71-

United Danish Societies. It hoped to rebuild a common
purpose through a citywide celebration of Danish Constitution Day in June, 1896. 38 The initial attempt failed, but the
Danish National Committee - also an umbrella organization for Chicago's Danish groups - succeeded in organizing
the annual celebrations, beginning in 1908. This group
became the center of the Danish colony, just a few weeks
before the settlements disintegrated. 39
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